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Abstract—The multi-user Holographic Multiple-Input and
Multiple-Output Surface (MU-HMIMOS) paradigm, which is
capable of realizing large continuous apertures with minimal
power consumption and of shaping radio wave propagation at
will, has been recently considered as an energy-efficient solution
for future wireless networks. The tractable channel modeling
of MU-HMIMOS signal propagation is one of the most critical
challenges, mainly due to the coupling effect induced by the
excessively large number of closely spaced patch antennas. In this
paper, we focus on this challenge for downlink communications
and model the electromagnetic channel in the wavenumber
domain using the Fourier plane wave representation. Based
on the proposed model, we devise a Zero-Forcing (ZF) pre-
coding scheme, capitalizing on the sampled channel variance
that depends on the number and spacing of the HMIMOS
patch antennas, and perform a spectral efficiency analysis. Our
simulation results showcase that the more patch antennas and
the larger their spacing is, the performance of the considered
MU-HMIMOS system improves. In addition, it is demonstrated
that our theoretical performance expressions approximate suffi-
ciently well the simulated spectral efficiency, even for the highly
correlated cases, thus verifying the effectiveness and robustness
of the presented analytical framework.

Index Terms—Channel modeling, holographic MIMO, multi-
user communications, spectral efficiency, propagation control.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the demand for ubiquitous wireless com-
munications is growing due to the explosive development of
mobile devices and multimedia applications [1]. To satisfy the
expanding demands, the exploitation of the ultimate limits of
communication techniques is concerned, and new technologies
to provide higher bandwidth and energy efficiency also attract
great interest, e.g., TeraHertz (THz) [2] and millimeter-Wave
(mmWave) communications [3], as well as extreme Multiple-
Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) catering for massive users and
throughput [4], [5]. However, more profound requirements
for data rate and massive connections are needed for 6-
th Generation (6G) wireless communications. In addition,
the exploitation of higher frequencies and larger bandwidths
brings many challenges.

Fortunately, the development of Reconfigurable Intelligent
Surface (RIS) and metasurfaces provides a feasible and en-
gaging research direction towards realizing highly flexible
antennas at low cost [6]–[10]. Specifically, an RIS is usually
comprised of a large number of hardware-efficient and nearly
passive reflecting elements, each of which can alter the phase
of the incoming signal without requiring a dedicated power
amplifier [11]–[13]. Inspired by the potential of RISs in
6G communications, the Holographic MIMO Surface (HMI-
MOS) concept aims at going beyond massive MIMO [14],
[15]. Typically, HMIMOS incorporates densely packed sub-
wavelength patch antennas to achieve programmable wireless
environments [16], which is verified to boost competitiveness
in many fields, including NOMA, unmanned aerial vehicles,
mmWaves, and multi-antenna systems [17]. [14] proved the
flexibility of HMIMOS configuration and the advantages in
improving SE through intelligent environment configuration.
Authors in [18] investigated the mutual coupling matrix in
large RIS-assisted single user communication system, and
showed that large RIS could achieve super-directivity. Benefit-
ing from these merits, HMIMOS can be integrated into many
fields, including the extension of coverage, wireless power
transfer, and indoor positioning [14], [19]. However, the full
exploitation of HMIMOS is still a challenge due to many non-
trivial issues.

One of the main challenges is multi-user channel modeling
due to the spatially continuous aperture realized by holo-
graphic patch antennas [5]. The traditional channel models are
not applicable for various reasons, e.g., the coupling between
antennas, their massive numbers, and the surface-to-surface
transmission. Thus, the shift towards infinite antennas and
operating frequency beyond the THz requires an effective
EM model, since traditional independent Rayleigh fading
models based on the assumption of far-field electromagnetic
propagation might be not applicable [20]–[22]. In this regime,
the spatially correlated random field cannot be ignored, and
a tractable stochastic tool is required to model the channel.
In [23], [24], a spatially correlated small-scale fading model
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for single user is proposed employing Fourier plane wave
representation to generate samples of the random field com-
putationally. Meanwhile, it is also challenging to efficiently
analyze the spatially-continuous EM channel theoretically. The
work in [25] investigated the number of channel spatial De-
grees of Freedom (DoF) in isotropic scattering environments
considering spatially-constrained apertures, and it was proved
that the spatial DoF is proportional to the surface area, which
is distinct from traditional analysis methods.

Motivated by EM channel modeling for single-user in [23],
this paper investigates channel modeling for MU-HMIMOS
communication systems, and theoretically analyzes the SE of
various linear precoding schemes. Typically, the wireless chan-
nel empowered by an HMIMOS with infinite patch antennas
is assumed to be on continuous EM space in the optimal
setting. To facilitate practical applications, the continuous EM
channel is sampled according to a specific placement of the
array patch antennas. Thus, the communication is considered
as a functional analysis problem depends only on geomet-
ric relationships, and the involved channel is constructed as
a combination of complete basis function set of transmit-
ter/receiver surfaces. In this manner, the ultimate performance
for communications, namely the intrinsic capacity of the
sampled space wireless channel, can be studied. Specifically,
due to the EM channel being characteristic of complete basis
functions, the capacity can be theoretically analyzed using the
variances of the sampled transmitter/receiver surfaces.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, the proposed EM channel modeling for MU-HMIMOS
communication systems is presented. Section III presents the
analytical formulas for the SE with the ZF precoding scheme.
Our simulation results are given in Section IV, while the
concluded remarks of the paper are drawn in Section V.

Notation: Fonts a, a, and A represent scalars, vectors, and
matrices, respectively. AT , AH , A−1, A†, and ‖A‖F denote
transpose, Hermitian (conjugate transpose), inverse, pseudo-
inverse, and Frobenius norm of A, respectively. Ai,j or [A]i,j
represents A’s (i, j)-th element, while [A]i,: and [A]:,j stand
for its i-th row and j-th column, respectively. | · | and (·)∗
denote the modulus and conjugate, respectively. tr(·) gives the
trace of a matrix, In (with n ≥ 2) is the n×n identity matrix,
and 1n is a column vector with all ones. δk,i equals to 1 when
k = i or 0 when k 6= i, and en is the n-th unit coordinate
vector with 1 in the n-th basis and 0’s in each n′-th basis ∀n′ 6=
n. Finally, notation diag(a) represents a diagonal matrix with
the entries of a on its main diagonal, δ(·) is the Dirac delta
function, and � is the Hadamard product.

II. EM CHANNEL MODELING FOR MU-HMIMOS

In this section, an EM-compliant far-field channel model for
multi-user HMIMOS communication systems using approxi-
mated Fourier plane-wave series expansion is presented.

A. System Model

Consider the downlink communication between a BS and a
group of M users that are both equipped with HMIMOS, as

Figure 1: The considered MU-HMIMOS communication sys-
tem consisting of an Ns patch antennas at BS end and M
users with each having Nr patch antennas.

shown in Fig. 1. The HMIMOS at BS side is comprised of
Ns = NVNH unit cells, each made from metamaterials that
are capable of adjusting their reflection coefficients, and the
patch antennas spacing ∆s is below half of the wavelength
λ. The horizontal and vertical length of HMIMOS is Ls,x =
NH∆ and Ls,y = NH∆s. Each user is equipped with Nr
patch antennas with spacing ∆r, and Lr,x and Lr,y are the
horizontal and vertical length, respectively.

B. Channel Modeling for Individual User
There exists transformation between the space domain chan-

nel H and wavenumber domain channel Ha [23]. Specifically,
the (m,n)-th entry of channel matrix H ∈ CNr×Ns is [23]

[H]mn=
1

(2π)2

∫∫∫∫
D×D

ar,m(k, r)Ha(kx, ky, κx, κy)

as,n(κ, s)dkxdkydκxdκy,

(1)

where as,n(κ, s) is the n-th element in transmit vector, and
ar,m(k, r) is the m-th element in receive vector, and integra-
tion region is D = {(kx, ky) ∈ R2 : k2x + k2y ≤ κ2}. The
equivalent wavenumber domain channel is

Ha(kx, ky,κx,κy)=S1/2(kx,ky,κx,κy)W (kx,ky,κx,κy)

=
κη

2

A (kx, ky, κx, κy)W (kx, ky, κx, κy)

k
1/2
z (kx, ky)κ

1/2
z (κx, κy)

,
(2)

where the spectral factor A (kx, ky, κx, κy) is an arbitrary
real-valued, non-negative function, and W (kx, ky, κx, κy) is
a collection of unit-variance independent and i.i.d. circularly-
symmetric and complex-Gaussian random variables. i.e.,
W (kx, ky, κx, κy) ∼ CN (0, 1).

The Fourier plane-wave series expansion is non-zero only
within the lattice ellipse

Es=
{
(mx,my) ∈ Z2 : (mxλ/Ls,x)

2
+(myλ/Ls,y)

2≤1
}
,

Er=
{

(`x, `y) ∈ Z2 : (`xλ/Lr,x)
2

+ (`yλ/Lr,y)
2≤ 1

}
,

(3)



at the source and receiver, respectively. Adopting Fourier
plane-wave series expansion, we have

[H]mn ≈
∑

(`x,`y)∈Er

∑
(mx,my)∈Es

Ha (`x, `y,mx,my)

ar,m (`x, `y, r) as,n (mx,my, s),

(4)

where the Fourier coefficient at the sampling point at
(mx,my, `x, `y) is

Ha (`x, `y,mx,my) ∼ NC
(
0, σ2 (`x, `y,mx,my)

)
, (5)

with the variance given by

1

(2π)4

∫∫∫∫
Ss×Sr

S (kx, ky, κx, κy) dkxdkydκxdκy, (6)

where the sets Ss and Sr are defined as{[
2πmx

Ls,x
,

2π (mx + 1)

Ls,x

]
×
[

2πmy

Ls,y
,

2π (my + 1)

Ls,y

]}
,{[

2π`x
Lr,x

,
2π (`x + 1)

Lr,x

]
×
[

2π`y
Lr,y

,
2π (`y + 1)

Lr,y

]}
.

(7)

C. Channel Modeling for Multiple Users

This part extends the individual user channel modeling from
the previous subsection to the multi-user case, we assume that
different users are independently distributed in space, thus,
the multi-user involved channel matrix can be decomposed
into multiple channel matrices that corresponds to different
users. For simplicity, the isotropic scattering environment is
considered. The channel of m-th user in matrix form H(m) ∈
CNr×Ns is

H(m) =
√
NrNs

∑
(̀ x,`y)∈Er

∑
(mx,my)∈Es

H(m)
a (`x,`y,mx,my)

ar

(
`x, `y, r

(m)
)

aHs (mx,my, s),

(8)

where the Fourier coefficient

H(m)
a (`x,`y,mx,my)∼NC

(
0, σ2

(m) (`x,`y,mx,my)
)
, (9)

and the sampling points at (mx,my) and (`x, `y) are

[as (mx,my,s)]j=
1√
Ns
e
−j
(

2π
Ls,x

mxsxj+
2π
Ls,y

mysyj+γs(mx,my)szj

)
,

j = 1, . . . , Ns,

[ar

(
`x,`y,r

(m)
)
]i=

1√
Nr
e
j
(

2π
Lr,x

`xr
(m)
xi

+ 2π
Lr,y

`yr
(m)
yi

+γr(̀ x ,̀ y)r
(m)
zi

)
,

i = 1, . . . , Nr.

(10)

The Ns entries [as (mx,my, s)]j are collected in
us(mx,my), and Nr entries [ar

(
`x, `y, r

(m)
)
]i are collected

in u
(m)
r (`x, `y). Denote Us ∈ CNs×ns as the matrix collecting

the ns column vectors us(mx,my), and U
(m)
r ∈ CNr×nr

as the matrix collecting the nr column vectors u
(m)
r (`x, `y).

Specifically, UsU
H
s = Ins and U

(m)
r U

(m)H
r = Inr since their

columns describe discretized transmit and receive plane-wave
harmonics.

Based on the above observation, the channel matrix can be
approximated by spatial sampling ns and nr points at j =

1, . . . , Ns-th patch antenna and the i = 1, . . . , Nr-th received
antenna for m-th user. Thus,

H(m) = U(m)
r H(m)

a UH
s = U(m)

r

(
Σ(m) �W

)
UH
s , (11)

where H
(m)
a = Σ(m) � W ∈ Cnr×ns collects all√

NrNsH
(m)
a (`x, `y,mx,my), with Σ(m) collects all entries

NrNsσ
2
(m) (`x, `y,mx,my) and W ∼ CN (0, Inrns).

The above derivation focuses on the m-th user channel
matrix, here, we consider M users in a general form, we
assume that distances between different users are large enough
to dependently model channels among users.

Thus, the channel H ∈ CNrM×Ns is given by

H =
[
U∗sH

(1)
a

T
U(1)
r

T
, . . . ,U∗sH

(M)
a

T
U(M)
r

T
]T

= UrHaU
H
s .

(12)

It can be observed that the complex spatially correlated
channel matrix H(m) ∈ CNr×Ns is equivalent to a low-
dimensional wavedomain channel matrix H

(m)
a ∈ Cnr×ns .

III. CAPACITY EVALUATION

In this section, we derive the SE of the downlink MU-
HMIMOS communication system adopting ZF precoding
scheme. Different from the conventional precoding analysis
of MIMO system, where each element in channel matrix is
normally assumed to have the same unit variance, in this
work, each entry in the constructed EM channel has different
variances. Thus, the traditional analysis methods cannot be
directly applied in the considered scenario.

The HMIMOS at the transmitter is composed of Ns ele-
ments, and each user is equipped with Nr patch antennas.
There are total M users, thus, the downlink MU-HMIMOS
wireless communication system model is

y =
√
puHΦVx + w =

√
puUrHaU

H
s ΦVx + w, (13)

where y ∈ CNrM×1 is the received signal; H ∈ CNrM×Ns
is the channel matrix; Φ = diag(φ) ∈ CNs×Ns , φ =
[ejφ1 , . . . , ejφNs ]T ∈ CNs×1 is the phase vector of HMIMOS
part composed of Ns patch antennas. pu is the transmitted
power; V ∈ CNs×NrM is the precoding matrix; x ∈ CNrM×1
is the transmitted signal, and w ∈ CNrM×1 is additive
Gaussian noise that has i.i.d. elements with zero mean and
variance σ2

w.
Let ya = UH

r y ∈ CnrM×1 the received signal in wavenum-
ber domain, H̃a = HaU

H
s Φ ∈ CnrM×Ns is the equivalent

channel that incorporates the phase matrix. Thus,

ya =
√
puH̃aVx + w. (14)

The final signal received by m-th user at i-th received
sampling point can be given by

[y(m)
a ]i =[H̃(m)

a ]i,:[V
(m)]:,ix

(m)
i

+ [H̃(m)
a ]i,:

nr∑
i′ 6=i

[V(m)]:,i′x
(m)
i + w

(m)
i ,

(15)



where x(m) = [x
(m)
1 , . . . , x

(m)
Nr

] ∈ CNr×1 is the transmitted
signal of m-th user, with x(m)

i the i-th entry. V(m) ∈ CNs×Nr
is the m-th sub-block in precoding matrix corresponding to the
m-th user, and [V(m)]:,i is the i-th column. H̃

(m)
a is the m-th

sub-block of the channel channel matrix H̃a, and [H̃
(m)
a ]i,: is

the i-th row. y(m) ∈ CNr×1 is the received signal of m-th
user, and [y

(m)
a ]i is the i-th element.

ZF precoding scheme intends at eliminating interference
among different users by setting the precoding matrix as

V = αZFH̃H
a

(
H̃aH̃

H
a

)−1
, where αZF is the normalization

factor to obey the constraint E{Tr(VVH)} = 1. In this case,
it holds αZFH̃

(m)
a V(m) = Inr . Specifically, we adopt the

vector normalization method in [26], i.e., H̃H
a

(
H̃aH̃

H
a

)−1
=

[f1, . . . , fnr ], V:,i = fi√
nr‖fi‖ . Thus, the achievable rate is

given by

R(m),i
(ZF) =E

{
log2

(
1+

pu|[H(m)
a ]i,:[H

(m)
a ]−1:,i |2

puα2
ZF|[H

(m)
a ]i,:

∑nr
i′ 6=i[H

(m)
a ]−1:,i′ |2+σ2

w

)}

= E

log2

1 +
pu|[H(m)

a ]i,:
fi√

nr‖fi‖ |
2

pu|[H(m)
a ]i,:

∑nr
i′ 6=i

fi′√
nr‖fi′‖

|2 + σ2
w


= E

{
log2

(
1 +

pu
nrσ2

w‖fi‖2

)}
.

(16)
We adopt the mathematical method in [27] to analyze the

theoretical capacity. Due to fi = H̃H
a

(
H̃aH̃

H
a

)−1
ei, where

ei is a column vector that is 1 at i-th entry and 0 otherwise,
the term 1

‖fi‖2 can be given as

βi =
1

‖fi‖2
=

1

‖H̃H
a

(
H̃aH̃H

a

)−1
ei‖2

=
1

eTi (HaHH
a )
−1

ei
=

det[HaH
H
a ]

det[H
(i)−
a [H

(i)−
a ]H ]

,

(17)

where H
(i)−
a is the matrix of Ha deleting i-th row, and det

denotes the determinant of a matrix. We have

det[HaH
H
a ] =

nr∑
i=1

(−1)i−1gH1 gi det[H(1)−
a [H(i)−

a ]H ]. (18)

Thus,

β1 = gH1 g1 −
∑nr
i=2(−1)igH1 gi det[H

(1)−
a [H

(i)−
a ]H ]

det[H
(1)−
a [H

(1)−
a ]H ]

=gH1 g1−
nr∑
i=2

(−1)igH1 gi

∑nr
k=2(−1)k−1gHk g1 det[Mk]∑nr
j=2(−1)i+j−1gHj gi det[Mj ]

= gH1 g1 −
nr∑
i=2

∑nr
k=2(−1)k−1gHk g1g

H
1 gi det[Mk]∑nr

j=2(−1)j−1gHj gi det[Mj ]
,

(19)

where Mk is the sub-block matrix of H
(1)−
a [H

(1)−
a ]H with

removal of the k-th row and the i-th column. Using the fact
that each element in Ha is independent, and E{[Ha]2i,j} =

σ2
r,iσ

2
s,j under separable scattering environment, we have

E{[g1g
H
1 ]} = diag[σ2

r,1σ
2
s,1, . . . , σ

2
r,1σ

2
s,ns ]. Thus,

E

{∑nr
k=2(−1)k−1gHk g1g

H
1 gi det[Mk]∑nr

j=2(−1)j−1gHj gi det[Mj ]

}

= E

{∑nr
k=2(−1)k−1gHk E{g1g

H
1 }gi det[Mk]∑nr

j=2(−1)j−1gHj gi det[Mj ]

}
(a)
= σ2

r,1σ̂
2
s ,

(20)

where (a) simplifies the derivation using average variances,
i.e., E{[g1g

H
1 ]} = σ2

r,1σ̂
2
sIns . As a result,

E{β1} = E{gH1 g1}

− E

{
nr∑
i=2

∑nr
k=2(−1)k−1gHk g1g

H
1 gi det[Mk]∑nr

j=2(−1)j−1gHj gi det[Mj ]

}

≈ σ2
r,1

ns∑
j=1

σ2
s,j − (nr − 1)σ2

r,1σ̂
2
s

= (ns − nr + 1)σ2
r,1σ̂

2
s .

(21)

Based upon the above observation, we can derive the
theoretical capacity as

R̃(m),i
(ZF) ≈ log2

(
1 +

pu
nrσ2

w

(ns − nr + 1)σ2
r,iσ̂

2
s

)
. (22)

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we present computer simulation results of
the downlink SE in the considered MU-HMIMOS system as
well as the theoretical capacity. The single-sided correlation
[28] and three users are considered. All capacity curves were
obtained after averaging over 800 independent Monte Carlo
channel realizations.

Fig. 2 illustrates the eigenvalues of channel correlation
matrix R in decreasing order in a setup with Ns = 900, Nr =
576,∆s = λ/3 for different spacing in received patch anten-
nas. From the figure, eigenvalues are large but non-identical
initially, and then the eigenvalues quickly approach zero. This
means the strengths of the coupling coefficients are not all
equal even in isotropic propagation, which shows that the MU-
HMIMOS channel exhibits spatial correlation. In addition, the
smaller spacing among patch antennas, the more uneven the
coupling coefficients and the steeper the eigenvalues decay,
which implies stronger correlation. Specifically, the curve with
∆r = λ/2 decays much slower than that with ∆r = λ/6. The
i.i.d. Rayleigh is also showed in black dot curve as reference.
We can see from the figure that none of the curves resembles
the reference case, even the curve ∆r = λ/2 that is the closest
one still has a major difference. These observations all prove
that an EM channel in MU-HMIMOS systems should not
adopt i.i.d. Rayleigh fading modeling.

The impact of received patch antennas on the SE of MRT,
ZF and MMSE precoding schemes for Ns = 900,∆s =
∆r = λ/6 is given in Fig. 3. As shown in figure, the MRT
precoding is better than ZF precoding in the low SNR region,
which is contrary to the case in the high SNR region. This is
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Figure 2: The eigenvalues of R in decreasing order for MU-
HMIMOS communication system with Ns = 900, Nr =
576,∆s = λ/3 and ∆r ∈ {λ/6, λ/3, λ/2}.
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Figure 3: SE of MRT, ZF and MMSE precoding schemes for
different received patch antennas with Ns = 900,∆s = ∆r =
λ/6.

mainly due to the noise, i.e., the noise is dominant in low SNR
region, thus, MRT is better, while the noise impact is finite
in the high SNR region, thus, ZF is better. As a benchmark,
MMSE performs the best in the whole SNR region, and
the gap between ZF and MMSE gradually decreases with
the increase of SNR. In addition, the more received patch
antennas bring benefits in SE. As observed from figure, the
case Nr = 288 achieves the best performance compared
with Nr = 72 and Nr = 144. This can be accounted for
the larger received surface area enlarged by more received
patch antennas under the fixed spacing. Fig. 4 shows the
SE of ZF precoding and theoretical ZF precoding schemes
with Nr = 144,∆s = ∆r = λ/3 for different number of
transmit patch antennas, and MMSE precoding scheme is set
as benchmark curve. As shown in figure, there is very small
gap between the ZF precoding and theoretical ZF schemes.
Specifically, at lower SNR, the theoretical ZF perfectly predict
the ZF precoding scheme. Thus, the effectiveness of the
presented theoretical capacity is proved. Naturally, the more
transmit patch antennas bring more benefits in SE. This can be
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Figure 4: SE of ZF precoding, theoretical ZF precoding
and MMSE precoding schemes for different transmit patch
antennas with Nr = 144,∆s = ∆r = λ/3.
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Figure 5: SE of ZF and MMSE precoding schemes for
different spacing with Ns = 3600, Nr = 144,∆r = λ/3.

accounted for that transmit surface is larger with the increase
of patch antennas given the fixed spacing. What’s more, the
gap between ZF precoding and benchmark MMSE precoding
is narrower with the increase of transmit patch antennas in
high SNR region. This is mainly because the noise has little
impact on ZF precoding when SNR goes high.

The impact of transmit spacing on SE for MMSE, ZF, and
theoretical ZF precoding schemes are given in Fig. 5, under
the settings of Ns = 3600, Nr = 144,∆r = λ/3. From the
Fig. 5, smaller spacing with giving number of patch antennas
has less surface area and induces more correlation among
patch antennas, thus, the SE is worse. Specifically, the ZF
precoding scheme with ∆ = λ/15 has worse performance
than ∆ = λ/6. In other words, there is a large reduction in
correlated channel with larger spacing. Normally, the spacing
∆s = ∆r = λ/2 is adopted in the uncorrelated channel
assumption for SE analysis [29]. In addition, it is shown that
the theoretical ZF performance with closer spacing (higher
correlation) predicts the ZF precoding sufficiently well.



V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a simple and convenient channel
model for MU-HMIMOS communication systems. The pro-
posed model is expressed in the wavenumber domain, thus, is
explicitly describes the dependence of signal propagation on
the amount and spacing of the HMIMOS patch antennas. We
also have analytically investigated the ZF precoding scheme,
presenting a theoretical SE analysis. Our simulation results
verified that the more patch antennas with fixed spacing are
present at the transmitter and receiver, the more the achievable
SE improves when the surface gets larger. However, smaller
antenna spacing induces stronger correlations in system, which
can impair the SE performance of various precoding schemes.
In addition, it was shown that the presented theoretical analysis
performs well even in highly correlated scenarios.
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